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LAMB, Vice Chancellor.

A substantial stockholder of a Delaware corporation seeks access to the
company’s books and records pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 220, purportedly to
investigate suspected mismanagement and for use in conjunction with an ongoing
proxy contest. The demand letter spans 25 single-spaced pages and includes 47
categories requiring the production of “all books, records, documents, and
correspondence in the Company’s possession, custody, or control that constitute,
identify, analyze, discuss, evaluate, consider or address” a wide variety of issues.
The corporation refused to comply with this demand.
The stockholder filed suit on April 24, 2006, seeking an order requiring the
corporation to provide it with the documents. The parties agreed to proceed on an
expedited schedule, and the court held a one-day trial on June 2, 2006. On the eve
of trial, following contentious and largely unproductive discovery proceedings, the
stockholder revised its demand, although the revisions did little to narrow the
breadth of the original request.
The issue presented, after trial, is whether the stockholder made a proper
demand or, instead, has presented such a sweeping and overbroad request as to
constitute an impermissible use of the statutory right to inspect the corporation’s
books and records. For the reasons explained herein, the court will deny the
plaintiff’s demand in total, reemphasizing the limited nature of the books and
records remedy in contrast to the broader scope of discovery under Rule 34.
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Section 220 is an important stockholder right that, by statute, this court is directed
to resolve in a summary proceeding. Its very importance requires that the court act
vigilantly to prevent it from being used as a tool of oppression, especially when the
stockholder makes a demand in the context of an ongoing proxy contest.
I.
A.

Parties
The plaintiff, Highland Select, is a Delaware limited partnership with its

principal place of business in Dallas, Texas. The combined holdings of Highland
Select and its affiliates in defendant Motient Corporation are worth an estimated
$230 million. James Dondero, a former Motient director, is a principal of
Highland Capital Management, L.P., the primary investment advisor to the
multiple Highland-related entities, including Highland Select. Highland Capital, in
aggregate, currently manages approximately $20 billion of investments.
Motient is a publicly held Delaware corporation that has historically been
engaged in two-way wireless mobile data services and nationwide wireless internet
services. Motient’s primary assets now, however, are its direct and indirect equity
interests in Mobile Satellite Ventures, L.P. and TerreStar Networks, Inc., which are
attempting to develop satellite-based communications systems based on U.S.
government licenses to use particular segments of the spectrum. Steven G. Singer
is chairman of the Motient board of directors.
2

B.

Highland’s Suspicions Of Mismanagement
Only a brief overview of Motient’s structure and business is relevant to the

court’s decision. Motient owns, operates, and seeks to develop a two-way wireless
communications business primarily through two separate entities, the majority
owned TerreStar Networks, Inc.,1 and a limited partnership known as Mobile
Satellite Ventures, or MSV,2 in which Motient is a minority investor. The
unwieldiness of that structure has led Motient management to propose two separate
transactions aimed at consolidating ownership of those entities.3 Highland has
publicly and vigorously opposed both of these proposals, the so-called “roll-up”
transaction and the TerreStar transaction, believing that they incorrectly value the
underlying Motient assets, and that they may be motivated by self-dealing.
Highland also has raised concerns about certain consulting arrangements
Motient maintains with Communications Technology Advisors (“CTA”), as well
as with CTA’s parent, the Tejas investment bank. It suffices to say here that both
the Tejas and CTA management teams have close ties to that of Motient, and that
Motient has paid both companies material sums of money in each of the past
several years in return for various services.4 Those potentially self-dealing
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transactions also implicate payments made to Steven Singer’s brother, Gary Singer,
who is prohibited by permanent injunction from acting as an officer or director for
any public company on the basis of now decade old convictions for various
financial crimes.5
Motient has also experienced considerable difficulties in managing its
financial reporting in the recent past. It has twice disclosed material weaknesses in
its internal controls. Further, it has repeatedly amended its quarterly reports, and,
in 2003, decided to dismiss its independent public accountant in the midst of its
year-end work, on the basis of disagreements about certain accounting and auditing
matters relating to 2000 and 2001 transactions.6 Finally, Motient has disclosed that
it is at risk of being classified as an investment company under the Investment
Company Act of 1940. If found to be regulated under that statute, Motient would
face serious sanctions that would materially affect its business.7
In mid-2005, Dondero requested that Motient’s audit committee investigate
all these concerns and pursued information regarding transactions he considered
suspect. In response, Motient’s board ordered an investigation into Dondero’s
allegations, to be conducted by the audit committee and assisted by independent
special counsel. Although that report purported to exonerate the board of any
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wrongdoing,8 Dondero has never been given the entire audit committee report for
review. Whatever the result of that investigation, therefore, Highland has reason to
suspect that the audit committee’s efforts may not have been sufficiently
comprehensive, or that they were so marked by conflicts of interest that they
amounted to a sham.9
II.
A.

Non-Delaware Litigation Between Highland And Motient
This books and records case is only part of a much wider ongoing dispute

between Motient and Highland Select and its affiliates. On August 16, 2005, an
affiliate of Highland Select filed a derivative action in this court, alleging breaches
of fiduciary duty by Motient’s directors, officers, and others. This court dismissed
the derivative claim on March 17, 2006 for failure to state demand futility under
Court of Chancery Rule 23.1.10
Also, on August 16, 2005, affiliates of Highland Select filed an action in
Texas state court against Motient seeking the rescission of the $90 million sale of
the company’s Series A preferred stock to the Highland affiliates.11 On October 7,
2005, certain Highland Select affiliates, who were holders of Motient Series A
8
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preferred stock, filed a class action lawsuit in this court to enjoin an exchange offer
for that stock.12
Motient has, in response, initiated two lawsuits against Highland affiliates.
On October 19, 2005, Motient filed a breach of fiduciary duty lawsuit against
Dondero in a Texas state court.13 The fiduciary duty violations alleged in that case
all are based on the same facts as those at issue here. That is, Motient’s claims in
the Texas case that Dondero violated his fiduciary duties are intimately bound up
with the question of whether Dondero was justified in opposing the Motient
board.14
On the same day, Motient filed a lawsuit in a Texas federal district court
alleging that Dondero made misleading statements and solicited proxies to replace
Motient’s current board and management without complying with the federal
proxy rules.15 That suit claims that Dondero’s accusations against the Motient
board are factually false. For example, Motient alleges that Dondero’s claims that
the roll-up transaction was self-dealing are “objectively false, as verified by a
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recent comprehensive independent investigation conducted by the Board’s audit
committee.”16 As with the state court claims, the truth of Dondero’s accusations is
central to Motient’s argument.
All the suits, other than the Delaware derivative action dismissed on March
17, are still pending. Significantly, Dondero and the various Highland entities
named as defendants in the Motient securities suit in federal court have invoked a
stay of litigation pursuant to the Private Securities Law Reform Act and the
Securities Litigation Uniform Standards Act. Discovery in that case is therefore
stayed pending the ruling on the motion to dismiss. Further, Dondero attempted to
use those same statutes to induce the federal court to stay discovery in Motient’s
state court fiduciary duty case. That motion was denied on May 1, 2006.
B.

Highland Announces A Proxy Contest
On February 14, 2006, Dondero resigned from the Motient board.17 On the

same day, Highland issued a press release announcing its intention to engage in a
proxy contest against the Motient board.18 That press release noted that Highland
Capital had grown increasingly disturbed about what it called “continued
mismanagement” over the past year, and specifically pointed to the material
weaknesses in financial controls, certain disclosure inadequacies, a flawed April
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2005 stock issuance, as well as the failed roll-up transaction, as sources of its
discontent. Therefore, Highland claimed, it would “nominate and support highly
qualified individuals for election to an entirely new Board of the Company,
including individuals who are independent of Highland and the Company . . . .”19
Highland Capital and its affiliates have since filed a proxy statement with the SEC
relating to the annual meeting of the Motient stockholders to be held on July 12,
2006. That proxy statement reiterates and expands upon the concerns identified in
the February 14 press release.20
C.

Highland Demands Books And Records, Is Refused, And Files Suit
On April 12, 2006, shortly after this court’s dismissal of the Highland

derivative complaint, Highland Select issued a Section 220 demand letter for
Motient’s books and records, alleging eight different purposes for the demand. In
contrast to a typically concise Section 220 demand, Highland’s letter ran for a full
25 pages, and interspersed 47 separate paragraphs of substantive demands in
between sections of text explaining in detail Highland’s suspicions of
mismanagement at Motient. Moreover, each of Highland Select’s 47 demands was
itself exceptionally broad. For example, referring to the financial control
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problems Motient has experienced, Highland demands “all books, records,
documents, and correspondence in the Company’s possession, custody, or control
that constitute, identify, analyze, discuss, evaluate, consider or address any
deficiencies, or material weaknesses in the Company’s internal controls . . . .” with
respect to certain years of financial reporting.21 This is language generally found in
Rule 34 requests, (and overbroad ones at that) and not in demands made pursuant
to Section 220.
On April 20, 2006, Motient refused Highland Select’s Section 220 demand,
claiming, among other things, that Highland fails to show a proper purpose, and
that its demand is “unreasonably broad and burdensome.”22 In response, on April
24, 2006, Highland Select filed this suit. Citing the impending proxy contest,
Highland Select asked the court and Motient to agree to a highly expedited
schedule, in contemplation that documents obtained following trial could be
incorporated into its proxy materials. After Motient’s counsel indicated their
willingness to try the case in the contemplated time frame, the court agreed to set
trial for June 2, 2006.

21
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C.

Discovery And The Current Litigation
The discovery process did not proceed smoothly. On May 4, 2006, Motient

served a notice of deposition for a corporate representative of Highland Select to
testify on designated topics pursuant to Court of Chancery Rule 30(b)(6). In
response, Highland Select designated Michael Minces, a lawyer then serving as
Highland Capital’s chief compliance officer, and since sometime in April,
Highland Select’s sole officer. Motient also separately noticed Dondero, and after
discussions with Highland Select’s counsel, May 15 was chosen as the day when
both deponents would be made available.
Soon after Minces’s deposition began, it became apparent to any reasonable
observer that Minces was an inadequate Rule 30(b)(6) witness. On numerous
occasions, he could give no informative answer to important questions about
Highland Select’s motives in framing its Section 220 demand. When asked why
Highland Select published the Section 220 demand in an SEC Form 14A filing, for
example, Minces refused to answer on privilege grounds, and then explained that,
aside from himself, there was literally no one else available at Highland Select who
could give testimony as to that issue.23 And again, when Minces was asked at
deposition whether anyone at Highland Select had reported Motient to the SEC for

23

Dep. Tr. 68:1-8.
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the possible 1940 Act violation, Minces refused to provide any answer other than
to suggest that Motient pursue its inquiry with the SEC.24
On those occasions that Minces was able to provide some answer, it often
consisted of references to Highland Select’s demand letter or other public filings.
When asked what Highland Select intended to do with the documents demanded in
the Section 220 letter, for example, Minces replied only that “we’d use the
documents for the stated proper purposes that were dictated in our 220 demand
letter.”25
Further, on numerous occasions, Minces refused to testify concerning
subjects about which he appeared to have personal knowledge, and about which
Highland Select as an entity necessarily had knowledge, but that predated his
appointment in April as the sole officer of Highland Select for purposes of
coordinating the Section 220 effort.26 In Highland Select’s view, such testimony
was inappropriate because Minces was only appearing in his capacity as an officer
of Highland Select. This did not stop Minces from testifying about matters outside
that exceedingly narrow scope when it might be useful to Highland. Asked how
Highland Select might have known that Dondero was not given a fair opportunity
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to explain his objections to the roll-up transaction at a board meeting on October 6,
2005, Minces forthrightly explained that this was the “general consensus and
opinion from the participants of that meeting after the meeting.”27 How Minces
could possibly have known this information solely in his role as a Highland Select
officer is entirely unclear, since the meeting occurred months before Minces’s
designation as an officer of that entity. Yet, for some reason he was willing to
answer that question, and not others dealing with knowledge presumably acquired
in exactly the same way.
Nevertheless, Motient’s counsel proceeded to depose Minces for nine hours,
in what Motient’s counsel must have known would be a bootless quest.28 The full
day spent deposing Minces made it impossible for Motient’s counsel to depose
Dondero, who was unavailable for that purpose afterward.
A one-day trial followed on June 2, 2006, where Minces testified to many
issues about which Highland Select’s counsel did not permit him to be deposed.
Minces was able, for example, to speak more fully than he spoke at his deposition
as to the content of the suspicions that Highland Select harbored concerning
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Dep. Tr. 159:17-23.
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Motient. The court found this testimony to be credible. It supports a conclusion
that Highland Select has reasonable grounds to suspect corporate misconduct.
Second, Minces was able to testify more fully as to the plaintiff’s purpose in
filing the Section 220 demand. As became evident from cross-examination, the
Section 220 demand was spurred by this court’s dismissal of Highland’s previous
derivative suit. As Minces explained, the Section 220 demand was formulated
soon after that decision: just as soon as Highland was able to hire new legal
counsel to prepare the demand.29 One aspect of Minces’s testimony that the court
did find puzzling, however, and crucially so, was his equivocation as to whether
Highland Select had definitively decided to go forward with its proxy contest.
Minces repeatedly testified that the final decision to go forward with that contest
had not yet been made. Minces first claimed that the final proxy had not yet been
filed, and that Highland Select would “evaluate potential corrective action” after it
received the Section 220 documents.30 Later, Minces claimed that the decision
whether or not to mail out the proxy statement was “not entirely in my court, and
has not been made yet.”31 At the end of trial, however, Highland Select’s counsel
contradicted Minces’s testimony, stating that any belief that the decision to proceed
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with the proxy contest had not been made was “inconsistent with the facts.”32
Indeed, the official filing of Highland Select’s proxy statement followed soon after
trial, as noted above.
Additionally, the approach of trial appeared to precipitate a dramatic series
of revisions in Highland’s original Section 220 demand. The first of these was
included in Highland’s opening brief, where Highland claimed to have engaged in
“substantial narrowing” of its initial demand.33 Then, on the eve of trial,34
Highland revised its document request a second time, producing a list of
documents that purported to cut down its original request of 47 separate categories
to only 10.35 The court directed Highland Select to provide a comparison between
this 10 item list and the original 47 category demand, in order to help the court
understand whether Highland’s demand had truly been limited. Highland
responded with a letter detailing those changes, apparently reducing the scope of
its demand even more. Nevertheless, a careful study of Highland Select’s various
statements of its demand shows that Highland Select’s revised, eve of trial, demand
still suffers from the same overbreadth as its original letter.

32

Tr. 205:24-206:1.
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The changes that Highland did make are essentially of three kinds. First, six
of the new Highland Select demands seek documents within a specified date range
or documents that relate to a subject matter that inherently limits the range of
responsiveness. Second, Highland Select limits its demand by using
“creator/recipient” limitations.36 That is to say, rather than demanding all
documents in Motient’s possession and control, as the original letter had done, the
new demand seeks documents provided, or in some cases, provided or prepared by
and to, the board, executive committee, audit committee, SEC, or any outside
auditor. Finally, Highland Select’s revised demand eliminates 8 categories of the
original 47 categories. In the context of the original demand, therefore, Highland
Select’s revised demand list includes 39 categories.37
III.
Highland Select believes that it is entitled to all the documents requested in
its most recent demand, pursuant to its stated purposes of investigating
mismanagement in order to either launch another derivative suit or to engage in a
proxy contest to unseat Motient’s board. It believes that the facts it has presented
set out a clear case of credible suspicion of possible mismanagement, and that all
the documents requested are necessary and essential to its wide-ranging purposes.

36
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In response, Motient half-heartedly argues that Highland has failed to prove any
basis to suspect malfeasance at the company. More important, Motient argues that
the nature of the plaintiff’s demand, and the way it was pursued, demonstrates
clearly that Motient has an improper purpose in pursuing this Section 220 claim.
That improper purpose, in Motient’s view, is to use the Section 220 demand as a
vehicle through which to attack Motient’s management in preparation for the proxy
contest, with little regard for whether it receives any information or not.
IV.
Delaware law provides a statutory right for a stockholder to inspect the
books and records of a corporation under 8 Del. C. § 220, so long as the form and
manner requirements for making a demand are met, and the inspection is for a
proper purpose. The statute defines “proper purpose” as any purpose “reasonably
related to such person’s interest as a stockholder.”38 A Section 220 plaintiff with a
proper purpose must further prove that it has some credible evidence of
wrongdoing sufficient to warrant continued investigation.39 It is not enough for a
Section 220 claim, however, merely to satisfy the proper purpose and credible
suspicion prongs of the test. Rather, the scope of such relief will typically be
limited only to the inspection of those books and records that are necessary and

38
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essential to the satisfaction of the stated purpose, a burden of proof with which the
plaintiff is charged.40
All of these elements are underlined by a clear requirement that a Section
220 plaintiff has a responsibility to make its demand in good faith, policed by the
court’s duty to closely examine any Section 220 demand to “prevent possible
abuse of the shareholder’s right of inspection.”41 Recent experience teaches that
the potential for abuse is very much alive when the Section 220 demand is
made–as this one is–in the context of an impending or ongoing proxy contest.
While a Section 220 books and records action is a summary proceeding that
demands prompt attention from this court, it can be difficult to process from start
to finish on a schedule that accommodates the foreshortened time frame of an
ongoing proxy fight. This is especially true where the stockholder makes a broad
demand and expects to be able to publicly disclose in its proxy materials otherwise
confidential documents or information obtained from the corporation after trial. In
that situation, the court is not only required to try and decide the case in the space
of a few weeks, but also is expected to make itself available to referee the
inevitable series of disputes arising from the corporation’s interest in maintaining
the confidentiality of its information and the stockholder’s interest in using

40
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CM&M Group, Inc. v. Carroll, 453 A.2d 788, 793-94 (Del. 1982), cited with approval in
Disney v. The Walt Disney Co., 857 A.2d 444, 447 (Del. Ch. 2004).
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otherwise confidential information in furtherance of its proxy solicitation.42 In
those circumstances, a stockholder must of necessity, make a narrow request
calling for the production of only a small number of categories of particular
documents.
Section 220 is also not a way to circumvent discovery proceedings, and is
certainly not meant to be a forum for the kinds of wide-ranging document requests
permissible under Rule 34. Indeed, the Supreme Court emphasized exactly this
point in Security First Corporation v. U.S. Die Casting and Development
Company,43 where it was confronted with a wide, eight category demand letter.44
Although the Supreme Court ordered production of some documents, to be
determined by this court on remand, the key aspect of Security First is what the
opinion says about the scope of a permissible Section 220 request. Notably, the
Supreme Court observed that Section 220 and discovery under Rule 34 are entirely

42

In Disney, 857 A.2d at 449, the court discussed the dynamics of that process and stressed both
the heavy burden a person seeking to publicly disclose confidential information should be
required to meet and the limited circumstances that would justify such relief. As the court said,
the lever for court intervention in that particular circumstance is a showing of a likelihood that
disclosure is needed to “prevent the corporation’s proxy materials from being false and
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the stockholder’s disclosures in what the corporation believes to be the proper context.” Id. at
450.
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different procedures, and that a Section 220 inspection is meant to be substantially
limited in scope:
The scope of the production which the Court of Chancery ordered in
this case is more akin to a comprehensive discovery order under Court
of Chancery Rule 34 than a Section 220 order. The procedures are not
the same and should not be confused. A Section 220 proceeding
should result in an order circumscribed with rifled precision. Rule 34
production orders may often be broader in keeping with the scope of
discovery under Court of Chancery Rule 26(b).45 (emphasis added)
Our Section 220 cases hold, therefore, that while the right to books and records is
an important stockholder protection, it is not unlimited. Rather, any Section 220
demand is subject to close inspection for appropriateness under our law.
The demand in this case, in both form and spirit, is inconsistent with the
holding in Security First.46 Most important, the plaintiff here filed an
extraordinarily overbroad Section 220 demand. Indeed, Highland Select’s April 12
letter makes the lengthy demand in Security First seem a model of brevity.
45

Id. at 570.
See also Khanna v. Covad Commc’ns Group, Inc., 2004 Del. Ch. LEXIS 11 n.33 (Del. Ch.
Jan. 23, 2004) (“Indeed, if Section 220 afforded a shareholder the full panoply of discovery
rights, the goal of avoiding the costs and burdens of unnecessary discovery reflected in the
policy of staying discovery while derivative and class actions are tested by motions to dismiss
would be frustrated.”); Saito v. McKesson HBOC, Inc., 806 A.2d 113, 114-15 (Del. 2002) (A
stockholder’s right to inspect a corporations books and records under Section 220 “does not open
the door to the wide ranging discovery that would be available in support of litigation . . .”);
Carapico v. Phila. Stock Exch., 791 A.2d 787 n.13 (Del. Ch. 2000) (“Of course, a person making
a § 220 demand is entitled to demand documents by category and will frequently not be in a
position to demand specific documents. What is required is that, at least where the purpose is to
investigate particularized claims of mismanagement, the categories of documents be identified
more narrowly and precisely than is typical in ordinary civil discovery.”); Freund v. Lucent
Techs., 2003 Del. Ch. LEXIS 3, *14 (Del. Ch. Jan. 9, 2003) (Section 220 does not authorize a
“broad fishing expedition”).
46
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Moreover, it filed that Section 220 demand, despite the fact that it (or its affiliates)
could have conducted full discovery into the very same questions of
mismanagement in various other cases filed in Texas federal and state court, but
chose to foreclose that possibility by invoking the mandatory stay provisions of the
PSLRA and the SLUSA. Of course, there is nothing objectionable about availing
oneself of federal rights to stay discovery. But that action should not then be
followed by a Section 220 demand that seeks what amounts to one-way discovery
into the same matters.
Having issued the patently inappropriate demand, Highland Select then filed
suit in this court and sought extraordinary expedition of its claim in preparation for
a proxy contest that was to culminate just a month from trial. Had the court
ordered the demanded documents to be turned over, it would then have spent the
month of June sorting through the inevitable disputes over confidentiality that
would have arisen from that production. And, despite asking the court to consider
this case on an expedited basis, and thereby asking Motient to prepare its defense
extremely quickly, Highland hamstrung Motient’s efforts to defend itself by
proffering a Rule 30(b)(6) witness who was so bound by attorney-client privilege,
a self-serving lack of tenure in the plaintiff corporation, and a simple lack of
knowledge, that his designation raises serious legal questions about Highland’s
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compliance with the rule.47 The court was particularly concerned by Highland’s
cramped belief that a Rule 30(b)(6) witness can only testify for the corporation to
the extent that he acquired the relevant information while acting in his capacity as
an officer of that corporation. A designee under Rule 30(b)(6) is expected to
inform himself as to the entity’s knowledge, and to testify to the limits of the
designation.48
The trial further revealed that the need for a quick resolution was largely of
Highland’s own making. Highland Capital and its affiliates have known almost

47

Court of Chancery Rule 30(b)(6) is functionally identical to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
30(b)(6). As is clear from authorities on that rule, an entity asked to designate a Rule 30(b)(6)
witness has “an affirmative duty to produce a witness who can answer questions regarding the
subject matter listed in the notice. 7 JAMES WM. MOORE ET AL., MOORE’S FEDERAL PRACTICE
¶ 30.25 (3d ed. 2006), citing Alexander v. FBI, 186 F.R.D. 137, 141 (D.D.C. 1998) (delineating
the entity’s duties in response to a Rule 30(b)(6) notice). Indeed, “as a practical matter,
producing a person who knows nothing about the subject matter of the litigation is the functional
equivalent of having spurned the deposition altogether. Consequently, Rule 30(b)(6) can be
violated when a corporate party literally sends a human being to the deposition but the person is
unequipped to participate meaningfully in the deposition.” Id. at ¶ 30.72. Further, although Rule
30(b)(6) “implicitly restricts the scope of examination by requiring the deposing party to
describe ‘with reasonable particularity the matters on which examination is requested,’” courts
read the notice broadly to permit substantial inquiry so that the witness does not avoid testimony
on the basis of a technicality. Id. at 30.25[4]. Minces’s deposition testimony, as reflected in the
record, violated all of these important premises of the relevant law, and would have been
remedied had this deficiency been brought to the court’s attention at the time of the flawed
deposition.
48
See supra, note 47. None of this means, of course, that all of Highland Select’s objections to
Motient’s questions were illegitimate. A Rule 30(b)(6) deposition is a limited discovery vehicle,
and focuses on topics for which the deposition has been noticed. Minces was once asked, for
instance, as the chief compliance officer of Highland Capital, why Highland Capital declined to
exchange its shares in a July 2005 share exchange offer initiated by Motient. Dep. Tr. 279-280.
Minces properly refused to answer that question as being far outside of the scope of a Rule
30(b)(6) deposition.
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every detail of the alleged mismanagement they seek to investigate for months.49
Dondero could thus have chosen any moment to resign his position and start
agitating for change, but instead chose to wait until February to take that ultimate
step. Indeed, this pattern began in August 2005, when, instead of using Section
220 as a tool to gather information, as our courts have repeatedly admonished
potential plaintiffs to do,50 a Highland affiliate chose instead to file an inadequately
pleaded derivative suit, which this court later had no choice but to dismiss.
In the meantime, Highland proceeded to publish its detailed and excessive
Section 220 demand publicly several times.51 Finally faced with the reality of trial,
Highland began to pare down its demand, first in a minor way in its opening brief,
and then apparently wholesale at 11:00 p.m. the night before trial. When the court
was compelled to order additional submissions because Highland Select was not
prepared to explain at trial how the new demand differed from the original demand,
Highland’s responsive letter changed its demand again.52 None of these revisions
49

This court has observed that the timeliness of a demand can be a factor in the credibility of the
petitioner’s stated purpose. Amalgamated Bank v. UICI, 2005 Del. Ch. LEXIS 82, *9-10 (Del.
Ch. June 2, 2005) (“[T]he passage of time, as may be measured against a statute of limitations,
or the outcome of earlier litigation, as a source of collateral estoppel or res judicata defense, may
be relevant to the Court’s inquiry as to whether certain corporate books and records are
necessary for a shareholder’s purpose of evaluating a potential derivative action. For example,
as time goes by, it may be that the shareholder’s proper need for a corporate record would
diminish.”).
50
See, e.g., Rales v. Blasband, 634 A.2d 927, 935 (Del. 1993); White v. Panic, 793 A.2d 356,
364-65 (Del. Ch. 2000).
51
JX 142; JX 143.
52
Highland Select Letter at 3, June 5, 2006 (“In addition, to further alleviate any purported
burden on Motient, Highland Select has withdrawn Request No. 2 from the revised 220 demand
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adequately address the court’s concern as to the breadth of the original demand
sued upon or the scope of relief Highland Select continues to seek.
These facts describe a remarkable confluence of events that amount to an
abuse of the Section 220 process, designed for some purpose other than to exercise
Highland Select’s legitimate rights as a stockholder.53 Indeed, the facts adduced at
trial clearly suggest that Highland’s purported purpose in bringing this Section 220
action to gain information for use in its proxy fight verges on being a ruse.54
Highland, from the beginning of this process, intended to file a proxy contest, and
had all the information it needed to take that step, whether from public filings or
from Dondero’s long service as a Motient director. Highland thus appears to have
maintained its books and records demand in large part because it has derived utility
from the demand itself as a rhetorical platform.55 That is not the kind of

presented at trial which requested that the Company provide to Highland Select ‘all documents
provided to the Board, Executive Committee, Audit Committee, SEC or any outside auditor
relating to PWC’s dismissal.’”).
53
The Section 220 right is bound by a requirement of good faith and lack of abuse, as explained
herein. Where those factors are in doubt or missing, the court must use its statutory powers to
deny relief. See Cohen v. El Paso Corp., 2004 Del. Ch. LEXIS 149, *8 (Del. Ch. Oct. 18, 2004)
(“[T]he Court will not allow a party to proceed with a § 220 action if it is brought in bad faith.”);
Compaq Computer Corp. v. Horton, 631 A.2d 1, 5 (Del. 1993) (“On the whole, a fair reading of
these cases leads to the conclusion that where the person making demand is acting in bad faith
. . . access to the ledger will be denied.”).
54
Sutherland v. Dardanelle, 2006 Del. Ch. LEXIS 88, *29 (Del. Ch. May 16, 2006) (“a
defendant facing a Section 220 action may resist that demand by showing that the plaintiff’s
purpose, although a valid one, is not the actual purpose. In other words, the defendant may try to
show that the plaintiff has pursued its claim under false pretenses.”).
55
As the Superior Court held in a foundational books and records case, an allegation that the
petitioner “lack[s] any genuine desire to obtain the information, or any part thereof, which it
alleges it seeks through the order of this honorable court” would, if true, “deprive [the petitioner]
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compelling circumstance this court described in Disney, that would authorize the
use of Section 220 as a way of publicizing concerns about mismanagement.
In these circumstances, it is not the court’s responsibility to pick through the
debris of a Section 220 demand in this state of disarray and to find the few
documents that might be justified as necessary and essential to the plaintiff’s
demand. In short, Section 220 contemplates a limited, discrete investigation into
possible mismanagement for a number of proper purposes. But the evidence
adduced at trial shows conclusively that Highland Select’s demand is broadly
inconsistent with that statutory scheme. For that reason, the demand in this case
must be denied.
IV.
For the foregoing reasons, the complaint is DISMISSED and judgment is
entered in favor of Motient Corporation, with costs. IT IS SO ORDERED.

of any right to inspect the books of the corporation of which it is a stockholder.” State v. Jessup
& Moore Paper Co., 88 A. 449 (Del. Super. 1913); Skoglund v. Ormand Indus., 372 A.2d 204,
212 (Del. Ch. 1976) (citing Jessup & Moore, supra, with approval).
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